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IntroductIon 
Why Drive the AmericAs?

The journey through North, Central, and South America in your own vehicle 
exposes you to a dizzying array of diverse cultures and landscapes. Witnessing 
these sights from your own window is an adventure with numerous advantages 
over backpacking or flying by plane.  Driving the Americas allows you the flex-
ibility to change your route at a moment’s notice, venture into locales unseen 
by the conventional tourist, and, if you outfit your vehicle accordingly, camp 
with the security of a metal frame over your head, as opposed to a flimsy tent 
or cramped hostel.  All of these benefits can be appreciated while carrying your 
belongings in your trunk, not on your back.

“Driving makes you feel more con-
nected to the places you visit,” said 
Noah Schum, who drove from Colo-
rado to Argentina over the course 
of seven months in 2009 through 
2010.  “Instead of being dropped 
into a culture and lifestyle, you get 
to see every square mile of it.”

Although the trek on four wheels 
affords it’s advantages, there is an 
added responsibility that accompa-
nies such an expedition.  Maintaining a vehicle for a lengthy journey requires 
consistent work, and a thorough understanding of your vehicle’s mechanics is 
crucial. Central and South American roads can, at times, be treacherous, forc-
ing the traveler to traverse rocky or poorly maintained paths, swerving moun-
tainous lanes, or urban streets crammed with drivers who regularly disobey 
the rules of the road.  Despite it’s responsibilities, this driving experience offers 
intimate encounters that nearly any rambler can appreciate.  

Many travelers complete the journey from North to South America (or vice versa) 
every year.  When my husband and I began our tour through North, Central and 
South America in February 2009, I knew less than ten people who had driven 
the Americas (all of whom I discovered on the internet).  While we traveled, I 
began an online travel guide, www.ramblewriter.com, which quickly put me in 
contact with adventurers researching or completing their own trips.  By March 
2010, the end of our year-long journey to Buenos Aires, Argentina, I had written 
about and/or met scores of people who were planning to drive or had finished 
exploring the Americas in their own vehicle. 

PAtAGoniA, ArGentinA
PHOTO BY NOAH SCHUM
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This guide is intended for ramblers who are
driving a vehicle from North to South America, vice versa, or partial land •	
trips in between
camping with their vehicle•	
modifying their vehicle to enhance safety, off-road travel, and/or camping •	
utility
searching for a quick, valuable, and portable information tool•	

The trek can be hard, but it certainly is not impossible.  Every traveler wanders 
through this journey differently, and you can customize any aspect of it to suit 
your needs.

If you have any questions or comments regarding the topics in this guide, 
email me at Rochelle@ramblewriter.com.  

Happy rambling, 

Rochelle Johnson
Ramble Writer
A Rambler’s Guide to Travel
www.ramblewriter.com
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While suitable travel gear cannot make or break a trip (people have traveled 
without shoes for thousands of years), particular items may make your life more 
convenient, and save yourself from frustration or confusion while on the road.  
Certain item descriptions include a preferred brand name, but please remember 
this is only a recommendation.  Prices are based on purchases in the United 
States.

chapter 1
recommenDeD trAvel GeAr

booKs
Why is this item pertinent?  Once you leave your 
country of origin, it is difficult to obtain books in English 
that cater to your interests.
Advantages: Books provide hours of entertainment while 
camping and on the road.
Disadvantages: A large compilation of books can occupy 
much-needed vehicle space.

Dr. Bronner’s ClassiC liquiD soap
Why is this item pertinent?  Dr. Bronner’s is a versatile 
soap that can be used in the shower or to wash dishes, 
and is biodegradable and vegetable-based.
Advantages: One large bottle of this liquid soap, if used 
correctly, can last for months.
Disadvantages: Make sure to store the bottle upright to 
avoid spilling.
Popular Brand: Dr. Bronner’s Classic Liquid Soap 
(www.drbronner.com)
Ballpark Price:  $15.00 for a 32 oz. bottle

Dry bAG
Why is this item pertinent? Electronics, clothes, and 
paper documents often need protection during 
unexpected downpours.
Advantages: Dry bags are watertight, allowing you to 
transport your valuables worry-free through the rain.
Disadvantages: Most dry bags do not have compartmen-
talized pockets and accessories.
Popular Brand: SealLine 
(www.cascadedesigns.com/sealline)
Ballpark Price: Price varies with dry bag size and brand 
names.



DurAble lAPtoP cAse 
Why is this item pertinent? A durable laptop case 
ensures that your laptop will survive the rocky and dusty 
roads of the Americas.  
Advantages: An optimal case is waterproof, with an inte-
rior foam lining, in addition to having a pressure valve that 
equalizes the inside compartment as it changes altitude.  
Disadvantages: Cases can be bulky, and add weight to 
your luggage.
Popular Brand: Pelican (www.pelicancase.com)
Ballpark Price: Price varies with case features and laptop 
model.

eXtrA DocumentAtion AnD iDentificAtion
See Chapter 4: Theft Prevention of this guide for more 
information regarding theft.
Why is this item pertinent?  Extra copies of documenta-
tion and identification, and even expired items, may come 
in handy in case of an emergency.
Advantages: If your documents are lost or stolen, you 
can use backup copies until your originals are obtained.
tIp: Carry an expired or extra license in your wallet at all 
times.  If you are pulled over by a suspicious cop, you can 
usually present this “dummy” as your form of identification.  
If the cop threatens to keep your license, you will still have 
your original.  If the cop notes that your license is expired, 
politely apologize and present your valid license.

first AiD Kit
Why is this item pertinent? A readily-available first aid 
kit can reduce injuries or even save lives in the case of an 
emergency.  Refer to Chapter 4: Medication, Documenta-
tion, and your Medical Kit for more information concerning 
first aid kits.
Ballpark Price: Varies based on included supplies.

flAshliGhts AnD heADlAmPs
Why is this item pertinent? Additional light can be 
necessary at night while camping.
Advantages: Flashlights and headlamps allow you to find 
your gear easily, as well as identify unexpected people 
approaching your vehicle at night.
Ballpark Price: Varies by brand and features.
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full-sizeD sheet
Why is this item pertinent?  Placing a clean sheet over 
dirty hostel beds can be a quick-fix to late check-ins to 
dirty hostels.
Advantages: Carrying a clean sheet provides a “shield” 
against itchy, dirty bed coverings, and can serve as a light 
blanket for warm nights.  

GAsoline contAiners
Why is this item pertinent?  Exploring the Americas by 
vehicle takes you to many regions without gas stations. 
Advantages: Extra gasoline may be crucial in a deserted 
area.
Disadvantages: Gas containers occupy a large amount 
of space in your vehicle.
Ballpark Price: Varies based on spout features and size.
tIp: Metal gas containers are recommended to protect 
against leaks.

GPs unit
Why is this item pertinent? Many roads in Central and 
South America lack signage and direct routes that lead 
you to your destination.  A hand-held electronic navigator 
that provides GPS coordinates can save you time and gas 
money.
Advantages: A hand-held navigation system is a handy 
supplement to paper maps, and can show your exact 
location at a given moment.
Disadvantages: Detailed GPS maps for Central and 
South America are virtually non-existent, but it is possible 
to find general maps for fair prices on eBay, as well as 
custom GPS maps.
Popular Brand: Garmin (www.garmin.com)
Ballpark Price: Prices range from $200.00 - 600.00 

money belt
Why is this item pertinent? Secretly stashed money 
may come in handy in the case of an emergency.
Advantages: A money belt looks like an ordinary belt, yet 
contains a hidden zipper to place bills.  
Disadvantages: The belt is not a trendsetting item.
Popular Brand: Eagle Creek (www.eaglecreek.com)
Ballpark Price: $18.00
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mosQuito net
Why is this item pertinent?  A mosquito net is a crucial 
item when camping in Central and South America.
Advantages: A sound sleep and a significantly smaller 
chance of contracting malaria.
Disadvantages: Setting up a mosquito net every night 
can sometimes be time consuming.
Ballpark Price: Varies based on brand and size.
tIp: Buy a mosquito net that also prevents no-see-ums 
from entering your sleeping space.  No-see-ums are tiny 
biting flies that often live near bodies of water, whose bites 
are relentless throughout the night.

multi-GAs cAmP stove
Why is this item pertinent?  If you are driving a vehicle 
without a built-in stove, a small camp stove provides an 
easy solution to cooking meals while on the road. 
Advantages: A multi-gas camp stove allows you to use 
white gas, kerosene, unleaded auto fuel, diesel, and even 
jet fuel.  In addition, the ability to cook meals widens the 
variety of your food purchases, which can help you to eat 
healthily for less money.
Disadvantages: Setting up and breaking down your 
kitchen for every meal can be time consuming. 
Popular Brand: MSR (www.cascadedesigns.com/MSR)
Ballpark Price: $100.00 - 200.00

oDorless unDerWeAr  
Why is this item pertinent? Long road trips in hot, sticky 
weather can be rough on your undergarments, especially 
if you are not toting a laundry machine in your vehicle.
Advantages: Your underwear will smell fresh while 
camping and driving.
Disadvantages: Fresh-smelling underwear is not the 
equivalent of clean underwear.
Popular Brand: Exofficio (www.exofficio.com)
Ballpark Price: $30.00

PAPer mAPs
Why is this item pertinent? Even if you have a 
hand-held navigation system, paper maps allow you to 
easily plan your route and scan large areas.  Paper maps 
for individual countries provide terrain and road details, 
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and often enlarged diagrams of large city centers.  
Advantages: Paper maps will not die due to lack of 
battery power.
Disadvantages: You cannot thoroughly track yourself on 
paper maps as you can on electronic hand-held systems.  
Popular Brand: Nelles Maps
Ballpark Price: $10.00-15.00 per country map.

PePPer sPrAy
Why is this item pertinent? Pepper spray allows you to 
carry a non-lethal weapon in order to protect yourself if 
threatened.
Advantages: Pepper spray is legal and discreet.
Disadvantages: The spray canister can be bulky to carry 
in your pant pocket.
Popular Brand: Kimber LifeAct Guardian Angel 
Ballpark Price: $40.00 

PocKet Knife
Why is this item pertinent?  A pocket knife is useful for 
cooking, camping, and general travel needs.
Advantages: Not only is a pocket knife a useful tool, but it 
could also be used as a weapon in an emergency.
Popular Brand: Gerber (www.gerbergear.com)
Ballpark Price: Prices vary by brand, features, and 
quality.

PortAble eXternAl hArD Drive
Why is this item pertinent? Pictures and videos occupy 
large amounts of disk space.  A portable external hard 
drive ensures ample disk space, and can be easily packed 
and transported.  An external hard drive can also be used 
to back up important files and stored in a separate space 
from your computer.  Thus, if your computer is ever stolen, 
pertinent files can be retained. 
Advantages: It’s the ultimate space-saver; drives that are 
thinner than a digital camera can offer 250-500 GB.
Popular Brand: Seagate (www.seagate.com)
Ballpark Price: $150.00-250.00 
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rAin JAcKet
Why is this item pertinent? Encounters with heavy rain 
are frequent in the jungles of Central and South America.  
Advantages: A well-made rain jacket will prevent you from 
being soaked during storms and unexpected rainfall.
Popular Brand: Mountain Hardwear 
(www.mountainhardwear.com)
Ballpark Price: $75.00 - 200.00
tIp: Buy a breathable rain jacket with waterproof zippers, 
a visored hood, and sufficient pockets.

rubber looPs, velcro strAPs AnD 
PlAstic ziP-ties
Why are these items pertinent?  Securing items 
inside and outside of your vehicle is made easy with these 
items.
Advantages: Tying or securing various items with these 
aids is quick and will ensure that they remain secure. 
Ballpark Price: $10.00 -15.00 total

sAtellite rADio
Why is this item pertinent? Satellite radio offers hun-
dreds of entertainment options, ranging from world news, 
to comedy shows, to various music channels.
Advantages: There is no need to tote an extensive CD 
collection, and satellite radio offers tunes and media 
coverage throughout many different countries.
Disadvantages: Unfortunately, satellite radio companies 
based from the United States do not work south of 
Guatemala.
Popular Brand: Sirius (www.sirius.com)
Ballpark Price: $60.00 for a basic car system, $12.00 per 
month for service

seAleD trAvel muG
Why is this item pertinent? A sealed travel mug, an item 
you are likely to use every day, allows you to travel with 
beverages sans spilling or leaking.
Advantages: Saves accidents and constant clean-up on 
the road.
Popular Brand: REI (www.rei.com)
Ballpark Price: $20.00
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silK lonG unDerWeAr
Why is this item pertinent? While most of your journey 
will take place in hot and tropical weather, silk long under-
wear is extremely useful when layering in cold weather 
climates. 
Advantages: The silk is soft, thin, and fits easily under 
your clothes.  Long silk underwear is also a space-saving 
option in comparison to bulky sweaters and sweatshirts.
Ballpark Price: $25.00 - 75.00

synthetic DryinG chAmois
Why is this item pertinent? Use this thin, absorbent 
towel for cooking, after-shower drying, or drying off at the 
beach.
Advantages: It is extremely small and dries quickly.
Disadvantages: You cannot wrap up in a big, thick towel 
after showers.
Popular Brand: The Absorber (www.theabsorber.com)
Ballpark Price: $10.00 - 15.00
tIp: Cut the large chamois up into four pieces and keep 
one for the car, two for after-shower drying, and one for 
kitchen clean-up.

trAil chAirs AnD stools
Why is this item pertinent? A place to sit above ground 
can be a wonderful ending to a full day on the road.
Advantages: Sitting in mud, ant-covered ground, and 
ground plants can be avoided.
Ballpark Price: Varies by brand and features.

tWo-WAy rADio
Why is this item pertinent? Constant travel through 
various countries makes it difficult to stay on one cellphone 
service plan.  Two-way radios can substitute as a cell 
phone when it is necessary to contact travel partners. 
Advantages: Many models can reach long distances, 
such as the Cobra microTALK® LI 6700-2 WX, which has 
a 22 mile range.
Disadvantages: Ranges can vary depending on your 
location.
Popular Brand: Cobra Electronics (www.cobra.com)
Ballpark Price: $50.00-150.00
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WAter contAiners
Why is this item pertinent? Many countries do not have 
potable water running from the taps.
Advantages: An abundant supply of fresh water will 
encourage you to drink more water on a hot day, as well 
as ensure that your vehicle is stocked with clean water.
Disadvantages: Water containers occupy a large amount 
of space in your vehicle.
Ballpark Price: $10.00 - 20.00

for The ladies
bAthinG suit shorts bottom
Why is this item pertinent?  Bathing suit shorts can 
double as shorts.
Advantages: There is no need to worry about your bikini 
line after days of camping.
Disadvantages: Bathing suit shorts are not as 
fashionable as bikini bottoms.
Ballpark Price: $10.00 - 20.00

menstruAl cuP
Why is this item pertinent?  Carrying a menstrual cup 
ensures that you always have protection during your 
period, whether you run out of tampons or not.
Advantages: A menstrual cup is much smaller, cost effec-
tive, and eco-friendly than multiple boxes of tampons.
Disadvantages: Getting accustomed to it takes time.
Popular Brand: DivaCup (www.divacup.com) or 
Mooncup (www.mooncup.co.uk)
Ballpark Price: $30.00

versAtile shoes
Why is this item pertinent? While on the road, all clothes 
need to be kept to a minimum.
Advantages: You’ll have less luggage, but comfy, 
fashionable feet.
Popular Brand: Crocs Malindi (www.crocs.com)
Ballpark Price: $30.00
tIp: Limit yourself to 2-3 pairs of shoes.  One essential 
pair will be hiking boots, but your other pair should be easy 
to wear, durable, and fashionable enough to wear with a 
skirt on a night out.
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BY ROCHELLE JOHNSON

The Pan-American highway, a system of roads that stretches nearly 30,000 miles from 
northern Alaska to the southern tip of South America, attracts motorists across the globe 
who dream of exploring North, Central, and South America in their own vehicle. 

The Essential Guide to Driving North, Central and South America is intended for ramblers 
who are
•   driving a vehicle from North to South America, vice versa, or partial land trips    
     in between
•   camping with their vehicle
•  modifying their vehicle to enhance safety, off-road travel, and/or camping  utility
•  searching for a quick, valuable, and portable information tool


